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CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 

This chapter discusses several reviews of related literature. It concerns to the 

theories of listening, type of listening practice, listening approaches, listening to 

English song, features of the song, writing skill, the writing process and related study. 

Each section discusses as below:  

2.1 Listening 

It is hard to resist that listening is one of primary skill to increase our language 

skill. Rost (2013: p.3) states listening is when listener has conversation with speaker, 

then she or he gets the transfer of images, thoughts, emotions, and attitudes. 

Moreover, Richards and Burns (2012: p.18) say that there is a complex process in 

listening which includes of simultaneous attention to a discourse of some different 

aspect. The listener processes the information based on the three ways first is based 

on a situation such as a context, the participants and the activity.  Second is the input, 

there are words, sentences and intonation. The third is based the speaker, it can be 

gestures of hand, eye movement, and expression of face, in order to achieve the 

message understanding. Based on the definitions above researcher concludes that 

listening is not only listen what the speaker said but it involves the complex process 

of the brain and there are interchange of ideas and information between listener and 

speaker. 

In learning the language there are specific differences between hearing and 

listening. Based on Helgesen and Brown (2012: p.4), it depends on how much you 

pay attention to it. We may only hear the news on television while we are cooking in 
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the kitchen but when something important on the news attracts our attention then we 

listen. Listening is a part of the active skill because we pay much active attention to 

it. But when we play a music, then only hearing the song for fun, it means we are not 

listening to the song because we are not paying much attention to the meaning of 

lyrics, vocabulary, and pronunciation. 

2.2 Type of Listening Practice  

According to Rost (2013: p.183), there are type of listening practice namely 

Intensive, Selective, Interactive, Extensive, Responsive, and Autonomous listening. 

The descriptions are provided below: 

1. Intensive listening is the learner will focus on learning phonology, syntax, and 

lexis. The activity is learner gives attention to pronunciation, then teacher gives 

respond on accuracy. Thus, the learning is more focused on how language is 

spoken. 

2. Selective listening is focused on the main idea, and pre-set tasks, then learner tries 

to take the key information out and use it in a meaningful way. The teacher does 

intervention throughout task and gives feedback on task completion.  

3. Interactive listening is a learner focus being an active listener and tries to elucidate 

meaning or form. As an active learner, they will interact verbally with others in 

collaborative tasks, to find out the negotiate solutions. The teacher gives feedback 

on interaction form and outcome.  

4. Extensive listening is a learners listen to longer extracts and undertakes meaning 

oriented tasks. Teacher gives direct instruction on strategies comprehend and 

global feedback. Learning focus is on managing large amounts of listening input 

and listening continuously.    
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5. Responsive listening is focused on how learner response to the input. Teacher 

‘pushes output’ from learner while they are seeking the chance to respond and 

express their opinions and ideas.   

6. Autonomous listening is learners are doing such as monitors progress, chooses 

extract and tasks, decides pattern of interaction with other by themselves. Then 

teacher gives global feedback on the learning path.   

Listening music is classified into extensive listening and as a part of academic 

listening. Helgesen and Brown (2012: p.135) state that at highest level appreciation 

music was used for listening. Lyric of the song usually could find on any websites, 

as long as the materials, songs, and lyrics are comprehended. Hence, the learner could 

use any approaches as input to increase their language skill as independently.  

2.3 Listening Approaches 

According to Wilson (2008: p.15), there are two models in the listening process, 

namely: bottom-up and top-down. These approaches are as follows:   

1. Bottom-up model focuses to decipher of the smallest units of the words such as 

phonemes and syllables to complete texts. Based on Harmer (p.338) bottom-up 

processing focuses on the concentrate on comprehending of individual words as a 

way of entire comprehending. The purpose is to help learners, especially to lower 

levels, to identify the differences among sounds, words, and connected speech 

features. Thus, learners could focus on the spoken features which cause them 

distress and have a lot of opportunities to hear the same things again.   

2. Top-down model accentuated the use background knowledge to foresee the 

content. This model counts on comprehension of listener minds even before 

listening has begun. Harmer also says the goal is listener will comprehend the 
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main message of what they are listening and recognize the necessary information 

that they need (p.337).  

2.4 Listening to English Song   

As we know song has been becoming a popular approach to learn second 

language, especially to the young learners who easily get enthusiast to sing along of 

any song and they gain new vocabularies and pronunciation without their conscious 

will. This idea is in line with Boothe and West (2015: p.4) who state that linguistic 

and cognitive value which can reinforcement English language acquisition of learner 

could be obtained through the songs. It will help learners to develop their interactive 

communication skill and cross-cultural. Lyric of the song will excite the vocabulary, 

phonetics and improve grammar. Then listening skill is becoming more intense and 

focused.  

Furthermore, Lynch (2006) contends through song, learners can develop their 

EFL comprehension of listening skills by exposing learners to new expressions, 

vocabulary, idioms, and accent (as cited in Beasley and Chuang, 2008: p.2). In 

addition, Rivers (2000: p.93) alleges that song is one of the effective language-

learning activities because it is memorability, rhythmically, recitability/performance, 

non-triviality, universality, playfulness, and full of motivation. Based on the 

definition above, the researcher takes the conclusion that song has a lot of advantages 

to expand language skills with fun way.  

2.5 The Features of Songs 

Song has a meaningful vocabulary, beautiful rhyme and rhythm. It can help the 

learner to learn the second language easily. According to Sari (2013: p.8), songs have 

three features.    
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1. Songs are more communication than poetry for example it only delivers a bit of 

information. 

2. Songs are full of redundancy, and it makes songs are so simple to hear and sing. 

In the line of the songs, we can find proverbs and rhyme or alliteration. 

Unfortunately, this simplicity is also the weak point of the songs. 

3. Songs usually made by personal experience, hence it can be socially unifier for 

listeners. Songs are also full of feeling and emotion, and as listener participate, 

they will feel the meaning and purpose of the song.  

2.6 Writing Skill 

Writing has become one of an important skill in the academic syllabus of 

teaching English. To reinforce writing, learners must have a lot of input from many 

sources. According to Harmer (2014: p.31), writing makes students thinking more 

deeply than speaking activity. Students need a lot of inputs to help them to write, and 

it can come from anything such as their thoughts, seek advice from dictionaries, 

grammar books, or reference from any materials. Writing might evoke language 

development of students and make them focus on the accurateness of language use. 

In line with Braine & Yorozu (1998) state that writing is including four basic skills, 

then through written form learner starts learning to communicate as they begin to 

interact with others at the school level. Writing skill is more complex than other 

language skills, even a native speaker in some situations may experience a 

complication to write. Fundamentally, a well-structured way of the presentation of 

thoughts in an organized and planned way is needed in writing skill (as cited in Javed, 

et al). Thus, writing is a complicated skill to conquer, but with practice continuously 

and have a lot of input from other skills, for sure learner will write in a better way.     
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2.7 Writing Process 

Writing process means the sequence steps of writers when they are going to 

write. Harmer (2014: p.4) divides that there are suggested four elements process: 

1. Planning 

Writers start to make a list and the detail note before they are starting to write. It 

can be based on an experience of writers. In the planning process, writers have to 

consider about three main points. First is the purpose of the writing, because their 

writing will influence the reader, thus the purpose of their writing must be clear. 

It also concludes of the language using, type of the text and information writers 

choose. 

2. Drafting  

In this phase, the draft can call as the first version of the piece of writing that full 

of assumption and will be amended later. Writers have not edited their writing yet.  

3. Editing  

First writers have to produce their draft, usually, they read the whole paragraph 

that they have written. Then they look the order information is clear or not, check 

the issue of the general meaning of the text before focusing on the accuracy of 

grammatical. Revision and reflection by readers can help writers to make a better 

writing. 

4. Final version 

After editing and evaluating the draft, writers can send their written text to the 

audience. When writers re-read again the text it may different with the original 

plan and first draft but the text is becoming a proper text to read.   

To summarize, this chapter has already discussed few definitions and 

theoretical view about listening, type of listening practice, listening approaches, 
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listening to English song, features of the song, writing skill, the writing process 

and related study. In conducting this research the procedures and theoretical views 

will be discussed in chapter III such as research design, population sample, 

research instrument, data collection, and data analysis.  




